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Tropical Atlantic SST bias
in CMIP 3 & 5
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Subsurface temperature bias
1◦ wide band along the coast
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Atmospheric biases
March-May, CMIP3
Contours: precipitation bias (mm/day), Vectors: surface wind bias (m/s)
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Higher model resolution
Annual mean SST bias
CM 2.1, ATM: 200 km L24, Ocean: 100km L50
CM 2.5, ATM: 50 km L32, Ocean: 28km L50
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Model design
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Meridional velocity
Zonally averaged over 3 gridpoints from the coast, annual average
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Meridional velocity
Zonally averaged over 3 gridpoints from the coast, annual average
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Interannual variability
Standard deviation of SST in ATL3 (20◦W -0◦E , 3◦S-3◦N)
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Regression ATL3 index on SST
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Summary
I Increased atmospheric horizontal resolution reduces
Tropical Atlantic SST bias (T42->T159)
I Spatial bias pattern remains
I High resolution in both the horizontal and vertical
strongly reduced biases in the Tropical Atlantic (T159 L62)
I Improved mean state in the ocean and the atmosphere
I Improved interannual variability
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I Consistent choice of horizontal and vertical resolution!
Thank you for your attention!
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